A working list of Educational Movies on
Racism, Prejudice, and Stereotypes
1. The Hate U Give, based on the novel of the same name.
2. Just Mercy, based on the book and real-life case of Walter McMillian and his
lawyer, Bryan Stevenson, who founded the Equal Justice Initiative.
3. When They See Us, Ava DuVernay’s Netflix miniseries based on the case of the
Central Park Five, a group of black teenagers who were wrongly convicted in the
rape of a white jogger in Central Park.
4. Loving, about the real-life couple Richard and Mildred Loving, who were at the
center of the Supreme Court case that took down the ban on interracial
marriage.
5. Fruitvale Station tells the story of the last day of Oscar Grant’s life before he
was shot in the back by a police officer.
6. Selma follows the Selma to Montgomery marches in 1965.
7. Get Out is both a horror movie and a critique of so-called “woke” white people.
8. A Raisin in the Sun, based on the play of the same name, remains relevant
over 60 years later.
9. If Beale Street Could Talk is about a couple who deals with a false rape
accusation and racist police.
10. Do the Right Thing takes place on the hottest day of summer in a Brooklyn
neighborhood.
11. I’m Not Your Negro is James Baldwin’s documentary on the assassinations of
Medgar Evers, Malcolm X, and Martin Luther King Jr.
12. 13th explores the history of racial inequality in the U.S., focusing on the nation’s
prisons, which are disproportionately filled with Blacks and people of color.
13. Crash explores connected stories about race, class, family, and gender.
14. And Justice for All is a satirical drama that looks at a corrupt legal system that
caters to the powerful, wealthy, and white.

A working list of books on Racism, Hate, Church
1. The Color of Compromise - Jemar Tisby
2. The Heart of Racial Justice - Brenda Salter-McNeil & Rick Richardson
3. Race Matters – Cornel West
4. The Church Enslaved - Tony Campolo & Michael Battle
5. The Cross and the Lynching Tree - James H. Cone
6. Between Two Worlds - Ta-Nehisi Coates
7. The Future of Race - Henry Louis Gates Jr. & Cornel West
8. Pedagogy of the Oppressed - Paulo Freire
9. Speaking the Truth - James H. Cone
10. And We Are Not Saved - Derrick Bell
11. Racial Oppression in America - Robert Blauner
12. Africa in America - Michael Mullin
13. Embracing Diversity: Leadership in Multicultural Congregations Charles R. Foster
14. Not Your White Jesus: Following a Radical, Refugee Messiah - Sheri Faye
Rosendahl
15. And Don’t Call Me a Racist! - Ella Mazel
16. Faces at the Bottom of the Well - Derrick Bell
17. Caring Enough to Confront - David Augsburger
18. RACE: How Blacks & Whites Think and Feel About the American
Obsession - Studs Terkel
19. Understanding & Dismantling Racism - Joseph Barndt
20. Racial Matters: The FBI’s Secret File on Black America, 1960-1972 Kenneth O’Reilly
21. Hate-Work: Working through the Pain and Pleasures of Hate - David
Augsburger
22. Race Relations - Harry H. L Kitano
23. Dear Church: A Love Letter from a Black Preacher to the Whitest
Denomination in the U.S. - Lenny Duncan
24. The Lynching Waltz - Stephen L. Kanne
Online Articles
https://www.circlingthenews.com/pastor-davis-and-daughter-subjected-to-racism/
https://www.racialequitytools.org/resourcefiles/mcintosh.pdf

YouTube
https://youtu.be/HgdjjI5IVtw
https://youtu.be/RZgkjEdMbSw
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Typical Statements
Put an X before those statements that represent your present beliefs or an O
before those that represent previously held beliefs.
1. ___ Just what do these people want anyway?
2. ___ I don't understand what you people are saying.
3. ___ On the whole, the educated, upper classes, emotionally mature, and
deeply religious are much less racist.
4. ___ Other ethnic groups had to struggle. Why is it so different for the Blacks?
5. ___ Angry minorities make me feel so helpless.
6. ___ Racism exists only where minorities exist. Remove the minorities and we
won't have these problems.
7. ___ (To a minority) No matter what I say or do, it doesn't suit you. You are
never satisfied. As far as you're concerned, I can't do anything right.
8. ___ If you could just get people feeling good about themselves, there would
be less racism.
9. ___ I'm not racist, but when it comes right down to it, I wouldn't marry a Black
person.
10. ___ I should not be held responsible for the behavior of my ancestors.
11. ___ I'm with them up to the point where they want to break the law or do
something illegal.
12. ___ How can I be pro-Black without being anti-White?
13. ___ I am not personally responsible for the policies of racist institutions.
14. ___ The most important things minorities need are an education and the vote.
15. ___ (White) people should not have to integrate if they don't want to.
16. ___ Love can't be legislated.
17. ___ What are we going to do to alleviate the Black problem?
18. ___ Every person should be judged solely on the basis of his or her
accomplishments, regardless of race.
19. ___ We (Whites) should get a little more appreciation for what we are doing to
help.
20. ___ Some of my best friends are Black.
21. ___ (Said to a Black person) I've gotten to know you so well that I just don't
see you as Black anymore.
22. ___ Every time I express my opinion to a Black person, I get put down.
23. ___ On the basis of statistics, it's true that there is a higher crime rate in the
ghetto.
24. ___ Black people are more in tune with their feelings; they are more
emotional.
25. ___ In many situations, minorities are paranoid and oversensitive. They read
more into the situation than is really there. They find discrimination because
they are always looking for it.

26. ___ Why don't they just relax.
© Judith Katz. We deeply appreciate her permission to use these statements.

